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This book is supported by the READING WORKS Nuts and Bolts Teaching Manual
The Manual provides practical, creative, new and re-energising TEACHING METHODS and IDEAS that deliver the goods.
Teachers will feel the satisfaction of seeing all their learners thrive well beyond what might have been considered possible.
They will love the high-level rigour, easy-to-follow, no-gaps material provided in every book of the READING WORKS series.
And - learners of every ability will discover the power of success that can last a lifetime.

Suggestions for teachers, parents and literacy tutors
A literacy tutor is anyone who works with a learner to help them learn to read. The word 'learner' is used in this book because it includes
all age groups.
Go through each page with lots of face-to-face ‘copy my mouth’ exercises so that your learners can see, hear and feel how each sound is
made. A mirror is a particularly valuable aid for helping to link the sound, pronunciation and mouth shape events in speech.
Look at and identify each letter symbol and its picture while saying its sound. For sentences, move your hand under the lines of words,
adding vocal clarity, good questioning, positive reinforcement and short bursts of teacher-designed relevant written work done in a whiteboard
space by each learner. Correct it immediately. (This is also a very helpful diagnostic step.) Be lavish with praise.
Make the learning conversational, and ensure that everyone feels the excitement of success every day. Children really want to be able to
read and do their best, often under difficult circumstances. Be there for them. Provide this empowerment.
Handwriting can be put in amongst the spoken, the visual and the auditory as a locking-in step. Demonstrate and monitor the correct pencil
hold, which fingers move the pencil on the page, and how to slide the heel of the hand along the writing surface.
Note that the words letter and sound are not interchangeable.
Go through each sound by demonstrating it with a rhythmic bounce, as shown here:

a a

astronaut

(IPA æ æ æstrən t)

e e egg

etc.

The astronaut example has been chosen over the more usual a for apple for the following reasons: The a sound in astronaut is a
longer sound than the shorter a in apple because the closed-mouth p in apple immediately cuts off the a sound. The a moves into the s sound
without any need to stop the air flow in the word astronaut . The whole word astronaut is said in one continuous breath rather than being
suddenly stopped in its tracks by the closed-mouth p in apple. The astronaut a can therefore be drawn out (aaaas) so learners hear it more
clearly and see it more easily when the teacher demonstrates its mouth shape, sound and breathing technique.
Hasten slowly and use lots and lots ofvariations and interesting methods to create high-level teaching via

REPETITION repetition repetition repetition REPETITION
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Vowels – stage one

raft

fly

30 vowel sounds are set out in three graded stages:
Stage One: The vowel letters and sounds are shown with a word example and its picture.
Stage Two: As in Stage One, but with simple example sentences to read and discuss.
Stage Three: As in Stage Two, but with more complex sentences.
In the first section of this book, the concept that there can be more than one sound per vowel is extremely important to establish.
The letter a, for example, has seven different sounds including the schwa.
The relatively unknown but vitally important schwa is also introduced (briefly) in this book for each of the vowels, including y as a
vowel. The Schwa book in the READING WORKS Series has many more examples and explanations.
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Read each box with a rhythmic bounce a a astronaut, ay ay acorn etc.

ay as in say

a as in hat

a a

a a

astronaut

acorn

ar as in car

o as in on

a a

a a

raft

swan
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or as in for

e as in end

a a

a a

waterfall

many

e as in end

ee as in see

e e

e e

egg

egret
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ear as in dear

i as in in

e e

i i

zero

igloo

eye as in I

ee as in see

i i

i i

ice-cream

ski
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Information about the schwa (rhymes with car) for teachers and literacy coaches
You will find a lot more about the schwa in the READING WORKS book entitled The Schwa. The information below is a brief introduction.
What is a schwa?

Say the following words out loud: pedal, garden, artist, pilot, circus, vinyl. You have just used the schwa sound six times for
the vowels a, e, i, o, u and y. When you say the word giant, for instance, you don’t say ji-ant, or the word pencil as pen-sill. In both
giant and pencil, the stress happens to be on the first syllable while the second syllable is unstressed. It is in these unstressed
syllables that the schwa is found.
The schwa is a soft voiced grunt-like sound made effortlessly in the throat. There is no need to move your tongue or change
your mouth shape to pronounce the schwa. And - the schwa is the most prolific of all the vowel sounds in English.
What is the purpose of the schwa?

The schwa helps to give spoken English its natural rhythmic fluency. Without stressed and unstressed words and syllables,
we would sound like robots.

Knowing about the schwa greatly helps lock-in spelling accuracy and correct pronunciation.
How do I know which vowels and vowel groups are pronounced as a schwa?

Open your dictionary at random and look for an upside-down ə in the pronunciation guide. You’ll wondə how you manəged to
get əlong without knowing əbout thə indəspensəblə schwa!
Note that every syllable in English needs a vowel.
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schwa

schwa

a a

e e

giant

basket

schwa

schwa

i i

o o

pencil

mammoth

uh uh

uh uh

giәnt

baskәt

uh uh

uh uh

pencәl

mammәth
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schwa

schwa

u u

y y

cactus

vinyl

uh uh

uh uh

cactәs

vinәl

The Nuts and Bolts Teaching Manual has more ideas and information for teachers and literacy coaches to help learners see,
hear, say and understand how the English language works.
Some more small but important hints for teachers ...
Hasten slowly, but nevertheless lead the way so that each learner keeps moving ever onwards from the known to the unknown.
Ask questions that are slightly harder than you think your learners can manage, to the extent that you talk to your students as if they
are a year older than they really are. Be ready to be surprised at how well they respond to your more sophisticated vocabulary and
questioning.
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Vowels – stage two

icecream

igloo

30 vowel sounds and simple sentences are provided for conversational study and analysis with a teacher modelling
and leading the way, moving very gradually but surely towards partner and independent reading.
Making up new sentences using the words being studied – oral as well as written - adds the icing on the literacy cake:
creative thinking, comprehension, vocabulary enrichment, word security, social interaction and self-expression.
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Say: a a astronaut, ay ay acorn etc

a as in hat

a a

Adam is an astronaut.

astronaut
ay as in day

a a

Shake the oak tree for
acorns, Amy.

acorn
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ar as in car

Let’s raft down the river
after lunch.

a a

Note: US pronunciation of this sound is the same
as in astronaut.

raft
o as in on

a a

What do swans eat?

swan
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or as in for

a a

If we walk to the waterfall,
we can see how tall it is.

waterfall
How many puppies does the
mother dog have?

e as in end

a a

Are there any for sale?

many
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Vowels – stage three

busy

giant (schwa)

30 vowel sounds with words in this section build on what has gone before. The more complex sentences widen
vocabulary, develop better comprehension, help bring about reading speech fluency, incorporate general knowledge,
demonstrate word order and the syntax and conventions of English, and strengthen reading confidence.
Teachers are encouraged to create many different sentences to extend word knowledge and provide variety.
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Adam is an astronaut, and as he
was checking his spacecraft, he
saw planet Earth, a man-made
satellite and an asteroid.

a a
astronaut

planet

satellite

asteroid

'If you shake that low branch
of our oak tree, Amy, you'll be
able to collect the acorns that
fall,' suggested Damien.

a a
acorn

Twenty minutes later …

'Look at what came down, Damien! Eight fell
off, so I'll make a pattern to decorate the
dining room table,' said Amy happily.
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This afternoon at half past two,
Arthur's father is planning to
take his raft down a very fast
river. (I hope he doesn't have a nasty

a a
raft

spill like the one he had last year!)

Note: US Pronunciation. The word father has the ar sound as in
carpet, but in words such as raft, last and afternoon, the a
letter has the a for astronaut sound.

'Was that swan swimming in
salty or fresh water, and what
do swans eat?' asked Wanda.

a a

'Swans like swampy lakes - fresh, salty
or brackish - and they are herbivorous
water-birds,' replied John before
swatting a mosquito.

swan
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'Paul - how about a brisk walk to
the waterfall before lunch?'
called out Sean. (pron. Shorn)

a a

'Good idea. And I'd like to talk
about all those small plants
growing in the mist on that tall
rocky wall,' replied Paul.

waterfall

'How many puppies does your
beautiful mother dog have?'
asked Jenny. 'Are there any for
sale?'

a a
many
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